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Inside — Out
In this special edition we focus on TU Dublin’s new Quads as they near completion. Charting their journey from the start
of design to their new beginnings as hives of learning, research and work, we reflect on all that it takes to realise big projects
through the eyes of the designers and their teams.

‘Keeping On the Grass’ at TU Dublin’s Central Quad
We look back at the design journey as the building nears completion
As work continues on site to finish out TU
Dublin’s Central Quad, we talk to Simon
Carter, lead designer on the project and
partner with Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios
(FCB Studios) who have been designing
innovative higher-education buildings for
twenty years, and six years ago set out on
the Central Quad’s design journey.
The Central Quad is colossal by any
measure — a fifth larger than IKEA in
Ballymun and the largest building at
Grangegorman so far. It will welcome
students and staff from TU Dublin’s
schools and colleges across the sciences,
technology, engineering, culinary arts and
hospitality.
Simon and his team, along with the
rest of the design team, are employed by
Eriugena, the private sector consortium,
who are delivering the construction of both
the Central and East Quads (see over for
East Quad) under a single Public Private
Partnership.
Technically this is FCB Studios’ first
experience of a state-led Public Private
Partnership. Simon is quick to point out
that whatever the procurement system, it is
the manner in which people work together
that really makes a project — and good
relationships make good projects.
The breadth of the these relationships is
noticeable from the client-side team of the
National Development Finance Agency, TU
Dublin, the Grangegorman Development
Agency and their technical advisors, to
the building contractors Sisk FCC, subcontractors and their suppliers.
Closer to home Simon cites consistency
as key to ensuring best outcomes for big
jobs. He and Galway-born project architect
Aoife Keigher have worked alongside each
other for five years on the Central Quad.
Simon recalls the early phase of
brief development through a process
of ‘Competitive Dialogue’. During this
tendering phase, three shortlisted consortia
compete in what amounts to a twelve week
interview with client representatives.
He commends the client-focus
on quality and the detailed feedback
throughout the dialogue and credits this
process with capturing a certain standard
that continues to help defend some final
decisions today. He also describes the
challenge of responding to a brief within a
brief, as the design needed to conform to
predetermined principles established by
the Grangegorman Masterplan.

This included setting out the limits of
an invisible development ‘envelope’ that
included the building’s width, breadth and
height. The brief for the building set out
aspirations for openness and transparency.
This needed to be set against the backdrop
of the not-insignificant task of addressing
the needs of several schools and colleges,
coming from separate buildings across
town, to a single building where new forms
of blended learning and shared working
spaces are to be harmonised.
Simon describes two core ideas that
formed very early to balance all of these
demands. The first was to push the building
right to the outer edges of the plot with two
L-shaped arms which, when seen from the
air, are reminiscent of a giant stony fiddler
crab — but taking care to step back from
the existing mature trees. Between these
two arms the building shields an openair quadrangle. Simon refers to this Quad
as the ‘lung’ of the project. Its purity was
foremost in the team’s mind, to the point of
resisting all temptation to over-design.

The triple-aspect, terraced workspaces are almost finished.
Image: GDA

In avoiding unnecessary details, the
team held firm to a certain informality
which is intended as an implicit nod to
visitors that they should ‘Keep on the Grass’.
The building’s arms don’t quite touch, with
gaps made at the corners, encouraging
passage diagonally through the block.
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Final landscaping work is ongoing about the quad’s majestic mature copper beech tree - overlooked by the building.
Image: GDA (Barrow Coakley)
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TU Dublin’s Enlivened East Quad

A Cultural Hub for staff, students and the community
The team then looked to the interior
and set about narrowing the depth of
floor plans within the building to improve
access to air and natural light. The added
advantage of this innovation was the space
carved out for a colonnade to wrap the
inner sides of the Quad at ground floor.
The colonnade is a civic space, enabling the
public to engage with the University and
provide cover from inclement weather.

The double-height lobby will be an open, welcoming space.
Image: GDA

The second core idea was to develop the
building plans with a series of ‘thresholds’
between different functions. This blurring
of lines between spaces reconciled the
conflicting desire for openness and the
need for privacy. These thresholds start
with the Quad - a transition between the
university and the wider city. They continue
into the building through a double-height
lobby and successively to the end of each
building arm — finishing in triple-aspect
and terraced staff workspaces that look out
to the Quad entrance below and beyond the
south city and the Wicklow Mountains.
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The Central Quad will be home to
Biological & Health Sciences, Chemical &
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Computer Science,
Food Science & Environmental Health,
Mathematical Sciences, Physics & Clinical
& Optometric Sciences, Culinary Arts &
Food Technology, Hospitality Management
& Tourism, and Electrical & Electronic
Engineering. The Department of Education
and Skills are the project’s Sanctioning
Authority. The GDA is the Sponsoring
Agency, the National Development Finance
Agency is the procuring body. Eriugena
is owned by Macquarie Capital Group
Ltd. It is supported by a construction joint
venture of Sisk & Son (Holdings) Ltd and
FCC Ireland Ltd and also by Sodexo Ireland
Ltd. Project funding is from a number of
sources, including the European Investment
Bank.

At the East Quad it’s all hands to the pump
with only weeks to completion. We reflect
on the design journey with Gareth Banks
and Steven Leung from AHR Architects the lead designers on the project on behalf
of Eriugena.
Gareth describes architecture as a broad
church and is interested in its potential
impact as an instrument of public good.
The East Quad is being delivered together
with the Central Quad as part of a single
Public Private Partnership. Like the Central
Quad, the final development brief took the
form of a competitive dialogue between
three teams vying for the project.
An exemplar design for the East Quad
had been produced in advance of this
process, confirming the project’s feasibility.
Gareth’s team at AHR were reacting to
this design and also a written brief which
sought an engaging, urban and inspiring
building for the musicians, designers and
art practitioners of the future.
Gareth remembers sensing a gap
between the exemplar design and the
written brief. He conveys this as a desire
for a sociable atmosphere, countered by a
set of stringent technical requirements for
acoustically separate functions. The AHR
team challenged the standing assumptions
and were ultimately rewarded for following
their instinct.
The East Quad is a dense and compact
block that is simply planned. Entered off
St. Brendan’s Way, an internal stone-paved
public ‘street’ slices the building between
the worlds of music (west) and art,
performance, dance and design (east).
As opposed to a single external openair quad about which rooms are gathered,
at the East Quad this idea has been
flipped. The volume of the Quad has been

The Student Atrium is overlooked by studios & balconies.
Image: GDA

distributed internally in a series of daylit atria — four to be exact. Two of these
rise from street level - the Public Atrium
and the Student Atrium. The other two
rise from the first floor and so are more
private. One of these Gareth refers to as the
Learning Atrium, the other as the Music
Atrium.
The 400 seat main performance hall is
clad in brass-coloured panels. The material
used relates to the musical instruments it
will cocoon. The building also features an
80 seater recital hall and an 80 seater black
box theatre. Inside, the contractors are
finishing out the curved acoustic ceiling
baffles and tuning the speakers.
When fully occupied the East Quad’s
location along St Brendan’s Way, leading to
the Broadstone Plaza, will be a cultural hub
for staff, students and the local community.
Until then, Gareth imagines a casual,
perhaps unseen, pianist in the finished
building tinkling the ivories — which
reminds us that the site will remain quieter
than intended for some time yet.
The East Quad will be home to TU
Dublin’s Dublin School of Creative Arts,
Media, Conservatoire of Music & Drama
and Social Sciences.

Both of the full interviews are available at
https://ggda.ie/category/blog
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We were established to redevelop the former St. Brendan’s Hospital
grounds in Dublin City Centre. We aim to create a vibrant new city
quarter in a way that is sensitive to the context of Grangegorman, its
surrounding neighbourhood and its existing communities.

01 402 4140
www.ggda.ie
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The Clock Tower
Grangegorman Lwr
Dublin 7
D07 XT95

Public Art

Introducing Alexandra Carr
Alexandra Carr is the first of three new
artists selected to create new public art
at Grangegorman. This is following an
international competition last year to
develop artworks for three new buildings
on site. Alexandra was chosen to develop
an artwork for the TU Dublin Central
Quad alongside the design team Feilden
Clegg Bradley Studios.
‘Solaris Nexum’ will be a large-scale,
suspended artwork located in the main
foyer of the Central Quad in response to
the changing of light. Alexandra’s work
has a particular focus on the boundary
between art, science and technology,
making ‘Solaris Nexum’ and the Central
Quad an ideal fit. The sculpture explores
our changing connection to the sun
through technological shifts of various
ages. Through a double-sided surface of
suspended mirrors, the helical structure
will be projected onto catenary arches,
allowing continually changing reflections
in response to the shifting light.
‘Solaris Nexum’ has now moved into
production stage and is expected to be
installed on site next year.

Joiner & Workshop Foreperson Mark Mooney from Dunwoody & Dobson Ltd carrying out restoration works of the
carriageway gates. The gates will soon be reinstalled in the Clock Tower on Grangegorman Lower.

Student Arrivals

Social Clauses

Due to the current Government Covid-19
restrictions, large numbers of students are
not expected in Grangegorman for this
semester.
As with all higher education institutions
at the moment, the majority of teaching is
taking place remotely with only limited
practical sessions taking place on campus.
Student attendance is expected to build
gradually in line with changes to public
health guidelines, however it will be next
year before any significant numbers .

A new report, entitled ‘Social Clauses in
Public Procurement: The Irish Experience’
was recently launched at a conference of
the same name by Minister Ossian Smyth,
Minister of State for Public Procurement.
This is the first report documenting the
Irish experience of social clauses and
features the Grangegorman Employment
Charter and the work of the Grangegorman
Labour and Learning Forum. The GDA’s
Employment & Training Coordinator,
Kathleen McCann also spoke at the event,
which was organised by Community
Action Network (CAN).

Limited Numbers for Now

The Irish Experience

Talking Histories

Culture Night and the Dublin Festival of History

The top view of the drawing of Solaris Nexum.
In this version the two-way polycarbonate mirror panels are
all orientated towards a point attractor which acts as the
path of the sun. This is a formal reference to modern day
sun towers, a technological echo of our ancient celestial
connections.
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Image and caption: Alexandra Carr

Grangegorman Histories recently held two successful and timely online events to coincide
with Culture Night and Dublin Festival of Histories. The first, Uncovering Grangegorman
Histories was a talk on the little-known story of the recovery and restoration of the records
from the hospitals associated with the site. These records document the lives of the people
and the practices employed at Grangegorman from 1814 onwards. Speakers included
Dr Philip Cohen, Chair of the Grangegorman Histories Expert Working Group; Brian
Donnelly, Senior Archivist with the National Archives; Dr Kirsten Mulrennan, archivist;
and Ray Keane, former manager in the mental health and addiction services at St
Brendan’s Hospital. The second event presented a discussion on institutional experiences
of pandemics with a focus on the “Spanish” Flu of 1918 – 20. It shed light on the unique
role of the pandemic in revealing specific societal weaknesses, as seen during the current
crisis. The event was moderated by Catriona Crowe, and participants included Dr Cillian
de Gascun, Dr Ida Milne, Luke O’Neill, and Fintan O’Toole. To watch recordings of the
talks, log on to www.grangegormanhistories.ie.
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